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A Grand “Mother’s” Touch 

Butter Pat Industries releases newest addition to cast iron cookware collection – the “Estee” model 
 

 
 
Many stories from the South – the birth of a recipe, a tradition, or even kitchen utensils like a wooden 
spoon – begin with a grandmother, and in the case of the country’s premier cast iron cookware company, 
Butter Pat Industries, a grandmother’s worn, old black skillet. These objects and stories are literally 
“handed” down from generation to generation. But the story only gets better. Estee Hilton Rudd, born in 
1905, was a strong, female entrepreneur when being a businesswoman was frowned upon. Of Old South 
Carolina stock, she owned a meat market in town, ran the family farm, managed a large field crew, and 
proudly sent three children to college; two of them went on to earn graduate degrees.  
 
Dennis Powell, founder of Butter Pat Industries and the grandson of Estee, received her heavily used cast 
iron skillet as a parting gift from his mother when he set off to art school in the 1970s – but the pan wasn’t 
endowed with any sentimental importance until nearly four decades later, the moment it dropped and 
cracked, breaking the link to his mother and grandmother’s hand.  
 
For three years, Powell studied cast iron pans fabricated in great American foundries in the 1800s. He was 
determined to create a skillet to again pass to his children – one that would not just adopt the legacy of 
vintage cast iron, like his grandmother’s pan, but that would leverage new technologies to make one even 
smoother, lighter and better.  
 
Until now, Butter Pat Industries has offered three sized pans, each named after important women in 
Powell’s life, but the best has been saved for last. On Mother’s Day 2018, he’ll release the fourth pan in the 
collection, appropriately named for his mother’s mother, Estee. 
 
The “E” Type: Estee weighs in at only 2.8 pounds with a cooking surface diameter of 6-inches, making it 
the perfect pan for shareable desserts, appetizers, and side dishes for a table of two. It also makes for the 
perfect two-egg fryer. It’s Powell’s ultimate homage to his late grandmother, who would surely appreciate 
the pan’s affinity for communal enjoyment – a reminder that flavors, successes, and family are better off 
shared, and that the most meaningful relics of the kitchen should last for generations.  
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